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O

ur knowledge of Indian gaming boards used for chess and related board games
is based to a large extent on textual evidence contained in the mythological literature (e.g. the RÅmÅyaœa; PurÅœic literature); in grammatical and lexicographical works like those of Patañjali and Amara; in various poetical works (e.g. RatnÅkara’s
Haravijaya, Amaracandra’s BÅlabhÅrata, BhartŸhari’s VairÅgya±ataka) and in some religious writings of the Buddhists and Jains. All these texts clearly show that already in
ancient times there existed several terms signifying a gaming board, the most frequent of
which are the Sanskrit words a„ÊÅpada, phalaka as well as a number of Sanskrit expressions meaning “cloth”. Many of these literary sources have already been referred to in earlier books and articles (cf., e.g., Murray 1913: 33ff.). It seems necessary, however, to
follow, with respect to the relevant literary data, a more systematic approach. I propose
to investigate the history of each of the above-mentioned terms as reflected in various
Indian texts separately, to give a tentative dating of the contexts in which they occur and
to see if and how they are interrelated with each other.
In this connection, it also seems desirable to deal with a number of texts which have
been largely neglected so far. Unlike the literary documents just mentioned they have
nothing to do with mythology or religious matters, but are concerned with a pure description of the rules of chess and related board games. The most important among them
are the MÅnasollÅsa, the VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya and some others. For
the present investigation they are especially interesting as they contain some more names
for gaming boards in addition to those just mentioned as well as a variety of expressions
relating to the details of these boards. At the same time, these observations invite the
question whether all these terms were in any way differentiated. In other words: it has
to be asked whether certain terms were possibly reserved for a specific board used in a
particular game. Thus, the present investigation will concentrate on the terminological
aspects of the Indian gaming board, leaving aside for the time being other aspects like the
representations of boards preserved at archaeological sites and in art history.

1. Terms meaning “cloth”
Previous scholarly publications on the dice game in Vedic and Sanskrit literature (cf.
above all Falk 1986; esp. 111ff.; cf. also Bhatta 1985) have shown that the earliest evidence for the use of a board – or, to put it more general, a surface for playing a board
game – is provided by the Sanskrit terms vÅsas, ak„Åva´pana and varÅs≠´ all of which mean
“cloth”. The varÅs≠´ is mentioned in the KÅÊhakam (15.4), a Vedic text which dates back
to around 800 B.C., while ak„Åva´pana occurs in the KÅtyÅyana-÷rautasâtra (15.3,30:
“vÅladÅmabaddham ak„Åvapanam”) and the ÷atapathabrÅhmaœa (5.3.1,10: “vÅladǺmnÅk„Åva´panamﬁ pra´baddham”), the latter of which may have been composed around 600
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B.C. The vÅsas is mentioned in the MÅnava±rautasâtra (1.5.5,7: “adhidevane ‘hatamﬁ vÅsa
udagda±am Åst≠rya tasmimﬁ± catuæ±atam ak„Ån nivapati”), a text belonging to the late
Vedic period which begins around 550 B.C. In another, probably later passage of the
second book of the great Indian epic MahÅbhÅrata (1) the cloth is called Åstara (2.51,3d:
“rathamﬁ viddhi mamÅstaram”).
All these different passages just quoted leave no doubt that the piece of cloth they
mention was exclusively used as a dice-board in a simple game of dice. There is no evidence that some kind of board game with pieces was involved. As we will see later on,
it is only in very much younger texts that a piece of cloth is used as a board in a game like
chess. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that even in Vedic times the cloth used as
a “board” in a simple game of dice seems to have been an exception to the rule. In most
cases, the game was played without a piece of cloth, the dice being thrown on a depression in the ground called adhidevana, Ådevana or Åvapana (Falk 1986: 115).

2. a„ÊÅpada
The next expression to be discussed here is a„ÊÅpada,(2) which is much more complicated than vÅsas and related terms. It has often been simply translated as “chess board”.
However, in many cases it is utterly unclear whether it is connected with chess or not.
Furthermore, among the various meanings listed for a„ÊÅpada by the relevant dictionaries, there are two which are equally important for the present study: it may stand for a
kind of board game; and it may be used as an expression for “gold”.
The earliest known occurrence of the term in the sense of “gaming board” without
any further specification, however, as to the kind of game played on it is a passage in the
Buddhist VinayapiÊaka (= Vin), which can be roughly dated between the 4th and 3rd
centuries B.C. It runs:
“They (i.e. the shameless, sinful monks mentioned before) play on [boards with] eight
times eight squares and on [boards with] ten times ten squares”. (3)
Also the definition given by Patañjali (2nd century B.C.) in his MahÅbhÅ„ya –
“paÙktau paÙktÅv a„Êau padÅn≠ti”: “a„ÊÅpada is called [a board with] eight fields in each
row” – does not allow any conclusions for which kind of game the a„ÊÅpada was meant.
There is nothing to indicate that Patañjali might have understood it as a chess board as
has been assumed by Thieme (1962: 208 = Kleine Schriften, 417).
Evidently, the term a„ÊÅpada was not only used to signify a gaming board. It seems
that it was, like the da±apada, also the name for a kind of board game. The passage from
the Vinaya quoted above is also contained in another Buddhist text of approximately
the same period, namely the BrahmajÅlasutta in the D≠ghanikÅya of the SuttapiÊaka
(DN I 6,23). There it has the same wording as in the Vinaya with the only exception that
the locatives “on aÊÊhapada- and dasapada-[boards]” are substituted by accusatives thus
translating as: “They played the aÊÊhapada = a„ÊÅpada- and dasapada = da±apada[games]”.(4) However, as in the case of the Vinaya text, there are no further details neither about the character nor the rules of this game; and this also holds true for a number
of texts belonging to the canon of the ÷vetÅmbara-Jains which show that their authors
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apparently knew a„ÊÅpada as a kind of board game. E.g. in a passage of the SâyagaØamﬁga, the second of altogether twelve aÙga-s, which are considered to form the oldest
part of the canonical books of the ÷vetÅmbara-Jains and therefore may go back to about
300 B.C., the wise man is given the instruction:
“He should not learn [to play] the a„ÊÅpada-[game], he should not speak anything
forbidden by the law; a wise man should abstain from fights and quarrels”.(5)
According to other Jaina texts, however, e.g. the 40th of the UvavÅiya Suttas and the
first chapter of the NÅyÅdhammakahÅo, the a„ÊÅpada (-game) is reckoned as the 13th
of 72 arts which a young prince should learn. Although also here we are not given any
details with respect to the character and the rules of the game called a„ÊÅpada, it is
nevertheless interesting to note that it is collocated with jâya (no. 10) = Skt. dyâta and
pÅsaka/pÅsaya (no. 12) = Skt. pÅ±aka.(6) The first expression is normally translated as
“gambling” (esp. with dice), while the second signifies dice of pyramidal shape. May we
conclude from this that the authors of the 40th of the UvavÅiya Suttas and the
NÅyÅdhammakahÅo mentioned the a„ÊÅpada-game together with these terms because
they considered it as a game of chance?
The interpretation of passages containing the word a„ÊÅpada sometimes is even more
complicated because in later texts which all belong to post-Christian times this term may
also have the meaning of “gold”. The earliest use of a„ÊÅpada in the sense of “gold” seems
to be a verse in the KumÅrasamﬁbhava of KÅlidÅsa, who probably lived around the turn
from the 4th to the 5th century A.D. The relevant portion of the verse in question (7,10)
runs:
“ÅvarjitÅ„ÊÅpadakumbhatoyaiæ satâryam enÅmﬁ snapayÅmﬁbabhâvuæ:”
“They (i.e. female servants) bathed her (i.e. the goddess PÅrvat≠) to the accompaniment of music with water from jars [made of] gold, which were poured out [over] her.”
The Sanskrit equivalent for “gold” in this verse is a„ÊÅpada, which in the given context
definitely has nothing to do with a gaming board or a game played on it. To my knowledge nobody has ever asked why a„ÊÅpada in course of time also took the meaning of
“gold”. I think, I have possibly found an answer which is related to the a„ÊÅpada as a
gaming board as we shall presently see. The SaddharmapuœØar≠ka, an important text of
the MahÅyÅna-Buddhism, the bulk of which was probably composed around 200 A.D.,
has in its third chapter a passage on the country in which the future Buddha named
Padmaprabha will appear (page 65, lines 8-11, in the edition of H. Kern and Bunyiu
Nanjio). It is described as even,(7) pleasant and beautiful, pure, prosperous etc. Among
these epithets the following statement is especially interesting:
“suvarœasâtrÅ„ÊÅpadanibaddam/te„u cÅ„ÊÅpade„u ratnavŸk„Å bhavi„yanti...:”
“It (i.e. the above-mentioned country) is composed [in the form] of a„ÊÅpada(-s)
[made] of golden threads. On these a„ÊÅpada-s will be jewel-trees...”
This phrase is repeated at several other places of the Saddh. in an identical or similar wording and in a similar context.(8) In none of these cases an explanation is given, why
Padmaprabha’s country should be composed in the form of one or more a„ÊÅpadaboards. It seems, however, plausible to assume that the author, by using the expression
a„ÊÅpada, wanted to intimate the symmetrical arrangement of the whole area, the golden
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threads indicating its streets intersecting at right angles. This interpretation of the passage from the Saddh. is corroborated by a few verses in the 1st book of the RÅmÅyaœa
from the first half of the 5th century A.D. (cf. Hacker 1960: 56 = Kleine Schriften, 413 with
reference to W. Kirfel). They contain the following description of the town AyodhyÅ (R.
1,5,6-16, Critical Edition):
“ayodhyÅ nÅma nagar≠ tatrÅs≠l lokavi±rutÅ... suvibhaktamahÅpathÅ rÅjamÅrgeœa
mahatÅ suvibhaktena ±obhitÅ... tÅmﬁ tu rÅjÅ da±aratho... pur≠m ÅvÅsayÅmÅsa... suvibhaktÅntarÅpaœÅm... citrÅm a„ÊÅpadÅkÅrÅmﬁ...:”
“There was situated AyodhyÅ, a city which was famous in the worlds... it had wellordered main roads and it was adorned with a great and well-proportioned royal highway. King Da±aratha dwelt in that city... which had well-ordered interior shops... which
was colourful and shaped in the form of [a board] of eight times eight squares.” (9)
From this passage it seems to become clear that the metaphorical use of the expression a„ÊÅpada in the descriptions of towns as contained in the Saddh. and the RÅmÅyaœa
is the symbol for the symmetrical or at least well-proportioned arrangement of streets,
buildings, etc.(10) But let us return to the above quoted text of the Saddh. The fact that
there the a„ÊÅpada is said to be made of golden threads may have been the origin of its
meaning of “gold”. One can imagine that the attribute “having golden threads” was so
prominent that at some time a„ÊÅpada became an expression of the material “gold” itself.
The fact that from the beginning of the 3rd century A. D. it was evidently possible to
use a„ÊÅpada either in the sense of “board” or in the sense of “gold” depending on the
context in which it occurred throws a different light upon another text contained in the
Harivamﬁ±a, the supplement of the great epic MahÅbhÅrata. It describes a game of dice
between two characters named Samﬁkar„aœa and Rukmin. Before going into the details of
this episode it seems necessary to recall that the Harivamﬁ±a is, in its entirety, not a homogeneous text but belongs to the vast mass of anonymous compilatory literature the original form of which has increased over several centuries to its present form by numerous
additions and interpolations. Like all anonymous texts it is difficult to date, but on the
ground of previous investigations it seems likely that its final redaction took place in the
5th century A.D. (cf. Hacker 1960: 62 = Kleine Schriften, 419).
The passage containing Samﬁkar„aœas and Rukmin’s game of dice has already been
dealt with by two German Indologists, Heinrich Lu¨ders (1940: 170f.) and Paul Thieme
(1962: 213f. = Kleine Schriften, 422f.). It is, however, important to note that their interpretations are not based on the Critical Edition of the Harivamﬁ±a, which appeared only
in the years 1969-1971 and is based on 37 manuscripts. Therefore, it seems necessary to
have a fresh look on the whole story as it is told in the critical text, which can be summarized like thus: On the occasion of the marriage of KŸ„œa’s grandson Aniruddha with
Rukmin’s granddaughter Rukmiœ≠ many kings from the south of India (dÅk„iœÅtya)
assemble and incite Rukmin to begin a game of dice with Samﬁkar„aœa, the elder brother
of KŸ„œa. Rukmin agrees and they all enter a hall which is adorned with golden pillars and
sprinkled with sandal-water. The area where the game is supposed to take place is adorned with flowers. When they have taken place on golden seats, they summon Samﬁkar„aœa,
who says that he is willing to play with them. After heaps of jewels, pearls and gold have
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been brought to the hall the game begins. At first, Samﬁkar„aœa stakes ten thousand golden ni„ka-s as they are called in Sanskrit, i.e. bands worn round the neck as a kind of ornament. It is Rukmin who wins them. When Samﬁkar„aœa has been defeated several times,
he raises the stakes to 10 millions of gold, but looses them again to Rukmin, who somehow does not play honestly, but boasts himself of having won and offends Samﬁkar„aœa
by saying that he, Samﬁkar„aœa, is an incompetent player. Samﬁkar„aœa becomes angry,
but subdues his fury and stakes even 100 millions. He then calls upon his opponent to
throw the red and black dice. This time, he wins, which, however, is not accepted by
Rukmin, who claims that he is the winner. Samﬁkar„aœa becomes even more angry, but
gives no answer. Thereupon, a voice from the sky is heard which declares him,
Samﬁkar„aœa, as the rightful winner. The following text describes Samﬁkar„aœa’s reaction
on these heavenly words (H. 2,89,42-43):
“iti ±rutvÅ vacas tathyam antarik„Åt subhÅ„itam / samﬁkar„aœas tadotthÅya sauvarœenoruœÅ bal≠ / rukmiœyÅ bhrÅtaramﬁ jye„Êhamﬁ ni„pipe„a mah≠tale// vivÅde kupito rÅmaæ
k„eptÅramﬁ krârabhÅ„iœam / jaghÅnÅ„ÊÅpadenaiva prasahya yadupuÙgavaæ//”
“When the powerful Samﬁkar„aœa heard these well-spoken and true words from the
sky, he jumped up and crushed the eldest brother of Rukmiœ≠ with a broad [piece of]
gold on the ground.
RÅma (= Samﬁkar„aœa), the bull among the Sadus, who had become angry in the dispute, slew him (i.e. his adversary Rukmin), who was about to throw [the dice] and who
was uttering harsh words, forcibly with (or: with the?) a„ÊÅpada”.
He then knocks out the teeth of one of the kings present, scares the others with his
sword and tears out a golden pillar of the hall where the game takes place. Nearly at the
end of the whole incident we are told in verse 49:
“na hato vÅsudevena yaæ pârvamﬁ parav≠rahÅ/sa rÅmakaramuktena nihato dyâtamaœØale / a„ÊÅpadena balavÅn rÅjÅ vajradharopamaæ/”
“The mighty king, the killer of hostile heroes, who was like the wielder of the thunderbolt (= the god Indra) and who had not been killed by VÅsudeva, was slain in the
gambling circle with (or: with the?) a„ÊÅpada which was hurled from RÅma’s
(= Samﬁkar„aœa’s) hand”.
I am sceptical that in Harivamﬁ±a-story just outlined a„ÊÅpada is used in the sense of
“gaming board” as has been assumed by Lu¨ders and Thieme. The first point which should
attract our attention is that it does not play the slightest role in the course of the game
played between Rukmin and Samﬁkar„aœa, but merely occurs as a weapon used by the latter to strike down his opponent. Apparently, it does not serve as a surface on which the
players throw their dice. Verse 35 of our text clearly says that the dice are cast on a place
– evidently on the ground – which is, as can be expected in a royal hall, free from dust.(11)
Furthermore, verse 42 deserves our special attention. The text on which Lu¨ders (and
Thieme) based their translations runs: “Samﬁkar„aœa jumped up and slew [him = Rukmin]
with the broad golden a„ÊÅpada”. However, the line “he slew him with the a„ÊÅpada” is
attested in not more than 6 out of the 37 manuscripts mentioned above and seems to
have been secondarily adapted in these manuscripts from the second half of the following verse 43, where it stands in its proper place. So one must conclude that the Critical
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Edition in verse 42 offers the more original and better reading according to which, as
shown by my translation, Samﬁkar„aœa hits his opponent with a piece of gold. Of course,
one wonders how it is possible to knock down somebody with a piece of gold. A possible answer is that Samﬁkar„aœa uses one of those thousands of ni„ka-s mentioned in the
preceding context. Those ni„ka-s were silver or golden ornaments which were worn
round the neck with their heavier or broader parts resting on the breast. In shape and
weight they may be compared to the so-called “torques” worn in ancient Europe by the
Celts or the grivina-s used by the Slavs (cf. Rau 1974: 53, footnote 63 with reference to
Schrader 1917-1929). Like their European counterparts the Indian ni„ka-s were also used
as a means of payment, which is shown in our Harivamﬁ±a-text by the fact that Samﬁkar„aœa pays his stakes in ni„ka-s.
So if I am right in my conclusion that originally in verse 42 only a piece of gold and
not a gaming board named a„ÊÅpada was mentioned, it seems doubtful to me that in the
remaining two verses of the Harivamﬁ±a-text, where a„ÊÅpada indeed occurs, this term
was intended in any other sense than simply gold. This seems all the more probable as
the whole 89th chapter is full of references to gold: as we have seen, golden pillars and
golden seats are mentioned several times; even the name of Samﬁkar„aœa’s opponent,
Rukmin, refers to gold as it means a person who is equipped with a rukma, which has
the same meaning as ni„ka, namely a relatively heavy ornamental breastplate made either
of silver or of gold. Provided that my interpretation of the Harivamﬁ±a is right this would
mean that it deals with a simple game of dice, in which, like in Vedic times, a board was
not used at all.(12)
Concluding my observations on the Harivamﬁ±a, I should like to remark that its story
of the game between Samﬁkar„aœa and Rukmin has several parallel versions in the PurÅœic
literature. In two of these, the Brahma- and Vi„œupurÅœas, Samﬁkar„aœa’s killing of
Rukmin is mentioned just in one verse saying that he slew him with (the) a„ÊÅpada.(13)
Whether the redactors of these two texts understood a„ÊÅpada as gold or as a gaming
board cannot be decided. In any case, also in the Vi„œu- as well as the BrahmapurÅœas
the a„ÊÅpada does not play the slightest role in the game itself.(14) The third parallel version contained in the BhÅgavatapurÅœa, a text of the 10th century A.D., even eliminates
the mentioning of (the) a„ÊÅpada and makes Samﬁkar„aœa slay Rukmin with his bludgeon.(15)
However, not all texts in which a„ÊÅpada is mentioned are as problematic as those I
have quoted so far. There are indeed a few texts in which a„ÊÅpada clearly and beyond
any doubt signifies a gaming board, and from their contexts it is clear that it is either meant
as a chess board or as backgammon board. Examples for a„ÊÅpada as a chess board are:
first, the well-known passage in the second chapter of BÅœa’s Har„acarita (beginning of
the 7th century A.D.) which says that during the reign of king Har„a the caturaÙga, the
four-fold army, was only drawn upon the a„ÊÅpada-board;(16) secondly, a verse in
RatnÅkara’s Haravijaya (c. 850 A.D.) which mentions the a„ÊÅpada together with footsoldiers, horses, chariots and elephants as gaming pieces;(17) and thirdly, the commentary
MŸtasañj≠vin≠ on PiÙgala’s Chandaæsâtra by HalÅyudha (10th century A.D.?),(18) where
a„ÊÅpada occurs together with caturaÙga. The a„ÊÅpada in the sense of a backgammon
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board may be intended in Amarasimﬁha’s Amarako±a 2,10,46 (discussed below in part 3 of
this article) and also in Amaracandra’s BÅlabhÅrata from the 13th century A.D., which
mentions a golden a„ÊÅpada-board used in a kind of backgammon.(19)
It may well be that the a„ÊÅpada, if not in the Harivamﬁ±a, occasionally also served as
a surface on which the dice were thrown in a simple game of dice. This seems to become
evident from v. 45 in BhÅsa’s DâtaghaÊotkaca (2nd-3rd century A.D.), where GhaÊotkaca
is calling on ÷akuni to abandon the dice and to prepare an a„ÊÅpada which is (a) suitable (mark) for the arrows (of the enemies): “ak„Ån vimuñca ±akune kuru bÅœayogyam
a„ÊÅpadamﬁ samarakarmaœi yuktarâpam”. This possibly means that the a„ÊÅpada-board on
which the dice are cast is to be substituted by a chariot on which the enemies shoot their
arrows (cf. Syed 1995: 87).

3. Phalaka
It appears that the term phalaka does not have such a long tradition as the Sanskrit terms
for “piece of cloth” and a„ÊÅpada. Although the meaning of phalaka as “board” or “lath”
used for certain objects like doors, carts and ships is well established already in the late
Vedic literature, its use in the sense of “gaming board” occurs for the first time very much
later in the Buddhist JÅtaka-literature, which in its present form belongs to the 5th century A.D.(20) In contrast to what has been said above with reference to the use of the
a„ÊÅpada-board, in most cases the use of the phalaka seems clear. From a passage in the
AœØabhâtajÅtaka it becomes evident that the phalaka, like the piece of cloth discussed
above, was used in a simple game of dice as a surface on which the dice were thrown
(“rajataphalake suvaœœapÅsake khipati”, I,290,1; cf. Lu¨ders 1940: 115).
The term phalaka also occurs in the VairÅgya±ataka composed by BhartŸhari who
lived around 600 A.D. Verse 42 of this text says that [the god of] time is playing with the
second as his partner by moving to and fro day and night like two dice, using the living
beings as gaming pieces on the earth, which is identified as a gaming board (bhuvanaphalaka).(21) The context of BhartŸhari’s verse mentions “houses” in which there are at
first several gaming pieces and afterwards only one piece as well as houses which at first
have a single piece, then many pieces and at last none at all. This leaves no doubt that
we have here an allusion to a kind of game which must have been very similar to the
modern backgammon (cf. Thieme 1977: 520).
In addition to the VairÅgya±ataka, there are two more texts that clearly attest to the use
of the phalaka as a backgammon board: first, a verse in the ÿ„abhapañcÅ±ikÅ composed by
DhanapÅla (around 973 A.D.), which evidently refers to backgammon as it uses a similar
metaphor as BhartŸhari’s text saying that the living beings on the board of the world
(samﬁsÅraphalaka) are overpowered by the dice;(22) and secondly, a passage in the
SkandapurÅœa which describes ÷iva and PÅrvat≠ playing backgammon on a ±Åriphalaka.(23)
The term ±Åriphala mentioned in the Amarako±a (2,10,46) by Amarasimﬁha (probably between the 6th and 8th century A.D.), where it occurs together with a„ÊÅpada as a
synonymous expression, seems more difficult to interpret. As, however, both parts of
this compound – ±Åri- = “gaming piece(s)” and phalaka = “board” – are used in all texts
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quoted above – the VairÅgya±ataka, the ÿ„abhapañcÅ±ikÅ and the SkandapurÅœa (as
well as the CampârÅmÅyaœa, cf. footnote 45) – as components of the game of backgammon and beyond that also occur in the backgammon-passage of the MÅnasollÅsa
(cf. part 4 of this article), the conclusion seems permissible that the ±Åriphala = a„ÊÅpada
in the Amarako±a is a backgammon board, too.(24)
It is not quite clear, however, what kind of boards are precisely meant by dyâtaphalaka and Åkar„aphalaka mentioned in VÅtsyÅyana’s KÅmasâtra 1,3,14 (4th century
A.D.?).(25)

4. Terms Signifying a Gaming Board as well as the Details of these
Boards in the Sanskrit Literature from the 12th Century A.D. onwards
Probing further into the history of the words a„ÊÅpada, phalaka as well as the group of
terms signifying a piece of cloth, one is struck by the fact that a„ÊÅpada as a term for
chess board or any other gaming board seems to have gradually come out of use around
the 9th-10th centuries A. D., the only exception being the above-mentioned MŸtasañj≠vin≠ from the 10th and the BÅlabhÅrata from the 13th century A.D. It seems that later
authors preferred other terms like phalaka for the gaming board, substituting them for
a„ÊÅpada. This is confirmed by another allusion to chess which is contained in RudraÊa’s
KÅvyÅlamﬁkÅra from the 9th century. There (5,2; cf. Jacobi 1896: 228 = Kleine Schriften,
541), instead of a„ÊÅpada, the term caturaÙgap≠Êha, i.e. “seat for the caturaÙga-game”,
is used, which is explained by Nami in his commentary from the 11th century as caturaÙgaphalaka. The same expression, i.e. caturaÙgaphalaka, is also substituted by Alaka’s
commentary from the 12th century for a„ÊÅpada in the text of the Haravijaya mentioned
above.
For the present, we can only speculate on the reasons why a„ÊÅpada obviously became obsolete, but it seems plausible to assume that it was just this ambiguity of the term
which led to its coming out of use. Evidently, later Sanskrit authors did not know exactly what an a„ÊÅpada was or were at a loss to explain the term with certainty. A case in
point is the commentary “RÅmÅyaœatilaka” written by NÅge±a BhaÊÊa on the passage of the
1st book of the RÅmÅyaœa discussed above. Commenting on the expression a„ÊÅpada
he says: “Some say it means gold, others say it is a gaming board (dyâtaphalaka)”. So
NÅge±a evidently can’t make up his mind, he leaves the interpretation of the term undecided.
The assumption that in course of time a„ÊÅpada as a term for chess board or any other
gaming board came out of use is furthermore confirmed by a number of rather late texts
which were composed between the 12th and 19th centuries A.D. As already mentioned,
they do not, like those I have just discussed, belong to the Indian mythological or religious literature, but consist of a more or less detailed description of the rules for playing
chess and other board games. The following texts, which I have used for my present
investigation, belong to this literary category:
1. the MÅnasollÅsa, which was composed at the beginning of the 12th century by the
South Indian ruler Some±vara. In its 5th vimﬁ±ati it contains, among others, a description
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of the rules of two- and four-handed chess as well as a passage on a board game which
is very similar to our modern nard or backgammon;(26)
2. the HariharacaturaÙga, probably written in the first half of the 16th century by
GodÅvarami±ra, a scholar and poet at the court of the Indian king PratÅparudra. It deals
with the rules of two-handed chess on an enlarged board of 14 x 14 squares;
3. two texts from the 15th and 16th centuries: the Tithitattva by Raghunandana and
the CaturaÙga-D≠pikÅ ascribed to a certain ÷âlapÅœi, which both deal with the rules of
four-handed chess;(27)
4. the N≠timayâkha by N≠lakaœÊha, which dates back to 1600 or 1700 and deals in 16
verses with two-handed chess;
5. the VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, which was composed by a certain TiruveÙgaØÅcÅrya probably towards the end of the 18th century and is an extensive treatise on chess problems
and their solutions;
6. the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, an encyclopaedia of all sorts of games of the 19th century,
which deals apart from chess and its variants with various board- and table games with
and without dice and was composed by a certain HarikŸ„œa, a resident of AuraÙgÅbÅd;
7. finally, two minor anonymous texts on two-handed chess, namely the ÷atarañjakutâhala and the BÅlakahitabuddhibalakr≠Øana.
Examining these texts more closely, one arrives at the surprising conclusion that to
my knowledge they never use once the expression a„ÊÅpada as a term for the board in
chess or any other gaming board. Instead, they make use of a number of different expressions some of which we have met earlier. The most frequent of them are the two Sanskrit
terms paÊ(Ê)a and vastra which both mean “cloth”. Thus, in no less than four of the texts
just mentioned, namely the HariharacaturaÙga, the N≠timayâkha, the BÅlakahitabuddhibalakr≠Øana and the ÷atarañjakutâhala, a piece of cloth is used as a chess
board.(28) Besides, paÊ(Ê)a is also used for other boards: in the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, it is the
usual term applied to the boards of running and hunting games like caupaŸ and its
variants (cf. v. 159a; 179a; 181a; 285a; 308a; 158a and 170c: catuæpaÊÊa). Thus, these texts
continue a very old tradition, for we have seen above that cloth used as a gaming board
can be traced to the Vedic literature of about 800 B.C.
Also phala(ka), the term we have met, for example, with BhartŸhari and in the
Buddhist JÅtaka-literature, is used in some of the texts under consideration in the 4th part
of this article as a term for the chess board as well as for other gaming boards. Thus, in
the N≠timayâkha the chess board is called phala (v. 2 beside the above-mentioned paÊa)
while in the MÅnasollÅsa (5,634b) it is used as an expression for the board on which a
game very similar to the modern backgammon is played.
Furthermore, kr≠ØÅyuddhÅsana = “the battle-ground of the play”, a metaphorical
expression we have not met so far, is used in the HariharacaturaÙga (8,24c) in connection with the chess board. A similar meaning is conveyed by raÙga in the chess text of
the Tithitattva (v. 31a), which is generally translated as “stage”, “arena”, but can also be
used in the sense of “field of battle” according to Sanskrit lexicographers. Moreover, we
find the expression “field of battle” also for boards other than chess boards. In the
Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, it is used, e.g., for the board of the so-called ±ma±ÅnadyâtakaÙkar≠kr≠ØÅ
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or “game [played with] small stones in the ‘cemetery-game’”, which is a war- or battle
game of the group of Alquerque games (raœabhâmikÅ, v. 266b; 301d; yuddhabhâmikÅ,
v. 277b; for the ±ma±ÅnadyâtakaÙkar≠kr≠ØÅ see Bock-Raming 1995b: 122).
Finally, it should be mentioned that it was not always necessary to make use of a
piece of cloth or a phalaka-board. Chess as well as running and hunting games were, like
the simple game of dice, played on the bare ground (cf. N≠timayâkha, v. 2; Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 351a) or on a piece of rock (cf. Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 259a: Ådar±asadŸ±e
cÅ±masthale), on which diagrams of various forms were drawn.(29)
On the whole, one may conclude that in non-mythological texts like the MÅnasollÅsa
etc. there were evidently no specific terms that were exclusively applied to a particular
board, and interestingly enough, this result is, to a certain extent, paralleled by observations relating to the terminology used to describe certain details of a board. Evidently,
some of the names of these details were not restricted to the board of a particular game,
but were used for the board in chess as well as in other games. Let us take, e.g., the
Sanskrit synonymous terms paÙkti and rekhÅ, which in several chess texts may signify a
row as well as a file on the chess board.(30)
The first of these – paÙkti – is also used as an expression for “row” in the MÅnasollÅsa’s
description of nard (5,636a and c; 642c; 645c; passim), while the second, rekhÅ, is used
in the sense of “line” in the “cemetery game” as described in the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya (v. 260ab;
266a). Another case where a certain detail occurs with several types of boards is the term
for the cells where the pieces used in a particular game are positioned. In the Sanskrit
texts describing the rules of chess, such a cell is often called either ko„Êha(ka), the primary meaning of which is “granary”, “store-room”;(31) or it is, as in the VilÅsamaœimañjar≠
and the ÷atarañjakutâhala, expressed by a number of synonyms all of which have the
meaning “house” like gŸha, geha, sadana, sadman, bhavana, niketana, mandira and
Ålaya.(32) Beyond that, the first of these terms, ko„Êha, is also used for the pachisi board
as well as with respect to the boards of other running games as described in the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya (cf., e.g., v. 157d; 158c; 248a; 260c; 261d; 272c passim; 170d: madhyako„Êha;
242c: prako„Êha), while most of the synonymous expressions meaning “house” equally
appear in the MÅnasollÅsa’s description of nard (for gŸha, cf., e.g., v. 5,635a; 645a; 646b
passim; geha: 639d; 647b; 651c passim; mandira: 688a; 689b; ve±man: 648c; 650d; 681b;
sadman: 642d). Moreover, also the squares on the pachisi board are termed, beside the
above-mentioned ko„Êha, as geha (Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 184e).
Finally, the term bhÅga = “side” seems worth mentioning, which occurs in chess
(VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, ParibhÅ„Å, v. 32: rÅjabhÅga and mantribhÅga = “the king’s side”
and “the minister’s side”) as well as in the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya’s description of the rules of
caupaŸ (v. 166a and 168a savyabhÅga = “left side”).
On the other hand, there are expressions that seem to be restricted to one kind of
game. Beside the above-mentioned Sanskrit words paÙkti and rekhÅ, the terms v≠thi and
valaya (lit.: “bracelet”; “ring”) are used to signify a row, but they only appear in the chess
texts of the MÅnasollÅsa (v≠thi: v. 564c; 590c; 597c; valaya: 574c; 575a). The same holds
true for the Sanskrit words pada meaning “foot, footing, standpoint” and sthÅna meaning
“place of standing, place, spot”, both of which are, with two exceptions, only used with
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reference to the square of the chess board and not in other games.(33) Similarly, also the
expressions koœa meaning “corner” and s≠man meaning “(one) half (of the board)”(34) are
only used in connection with the board in chess,(35) while granthi, the literal meaning of
which is “knot”, is restricted in its use to signify a certain point on the board of a number
of running games as described in the Kr≠ØÅkau±alya (cf., e.g., v. 264a; 266a; 268d; 272d;
275a: dvÅtrimﬁ±adgranthike khele – “in the game with 32 points”; 289b; 290a; 306c passim). Furthermore, specific terms are also found in the MÅnasollÅsa’s description of nard:
point 1 in the inner field of each player is called ±iras or mârdhan in Sanskrit both meaning “head” (cf., e.g., v. 5,639a; 642a; 644c; 646a), while point 12 in the outer field of each
of the two opponents is termed apa±≠r„a or ava±≠r„aka both meaning “having the head
turned down” (cf., e.g., 640d; 645c; 649b; 670a).
Summarizing the preceding observations on the names for Indian gaming boards and
the terms of their details, one may draw the following conclusion: Sanskrit authors who
were concerned with the description of the rules of board games and the boards connected with them never made use of the term a„ÊÅpada. For signifying the gaming board,
they had at their disposition a number of other expressions which they referred indiscriminately to the chess board as well as to the boards of other games. With respect to the
details of these boards a certain terminological differentiation can be observed, which,
however, is far from being consistent as the discussion of the terms for “line”, “row” and
“square” has shown.
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Revised and enlarged version of a paper presented at the International Symposium on
“Approaching the Roots of Chess”, Pondicherry University, 26th-29th November 1996.
The MahÅbhÅrata is assumed to have been composed between 400 B.C. and 400 A.D.
It is assumed that the use of a„ÊÅpada as a technical term is even older than PÅœini’s A„ÊÅdhyÅy≠
(probably 5th century B.C.) where its formation with archaic a„ÊÅ- instead of a„Êa- is taught
(6.3.125: a„Êanaæ samﬁjñÅyÅm).
“aÊÊhapade pi k≠¿anti dasapade pi k≠¿anti”, Vin II 10,17, repeated at Vin III 180, 22, which is
explained by Buddhaghosa (between 370 and 450 A.D.) in his commentary SamantapasÅdikÅ:
“aÊÊhapadaphalake jâtamﬁ k≠¿anti”: “They play the game on the a„ÊÅpada-board”; for phalaka as
a term meaning “gaming board” cf. part 3 of this article.
The observation that a„ÊÅpada and da±apada may be also interpreted as board games had
already been made by Murray (1913: 34f.). However, he had not clearly pointed out the difference between the Vin- and DN-passages quoted above.
“aÊÊhÅpadamﬁ œa sikkhejjÅ vedhÅd≠yamﬁ ca œo vae/hatthakammamﬁ vivÅyamﬁ ca tamﬁ vijjamﬁ parijÅœiyÅ//”, Sâ. 1,9,17. The translation follows the one given by Jacobi 1895: 303. Cf. also
DasaveyÅliya 3,4 – the a„ÊÅpada-[game] as one of many things the Jaina mendicant should abstain from practising – and Nis≠hasutta 13,12: the a„ÊÅpada-[game] as something which, if practised by the monk, necessitates an act of penance.
UvavÅiya Sutta 40: “tae œamﬁ se kalÅyarie . . . bÅvattari kalÅo suttato ya atthato ya karaœato ya
sehÅvihiti sikkhÅvihiti/tamﬁ jahÅ: lehamﬁ gaœitamﬁ râvamﬁ . . . jâyamﬁ jaœavÅyamﬁ pÅsakamﬁ
aÊÊhavÅyamﬁ . . .”, which is nearly identical with NÅyÅdhammakahÅo, 1st ÷rutaskandha, 1, 20.
Sama which may also mean “having the right measure”, “regular”: cf. below, the discussion on
symmetry.
In the 6th chapter: “tac cÅsya buddhak„etramﬁ ±uddhamﬁ . . . samamﬁ ramaœ≠yamﬁ prÅsÅdikamﬁ
dar±an≠yamﬁ vaiØâryamayamﬁ ratnavŸk„apratimaœØitamﬁ suvarœasâtrÅ„ÊÅpadanibaddhamﬁ pu„pÅbhik≠rœamﬁ/” (ed. Kern/Nanjio, p. 144, l. 9 - p. 145, l. 1); cf. also chapter 11: “iti hi tasmin samaya
iyamﬁ sarvÅvat≠ lokadhÅtâ ratnavŸk„apratimaœØitÅbhâd vaiØâryamay≠ saptaratnahemajÅlasamﬁﬁchannÅ mahÅratnagandhadhâpanadhâpitÅ . . . suvarœasâtrÅ„ÊÅpadavinaddhÅ . . .” (ed. Kern/
Nanjio, p. 244, l. 7-10); chapter 16: “idamﬁ ca me buddhak„etramﬁ sahÅmﬁ lokadhÅtumﬁ
vaiØâryamay≠mﬁ samaprastarÅmﬁ drak„yati suvarœasâtrÅ„ÊÅpadavinaddhÅmﬁ ratnavŸk„air vicitritÅmﬁ/” (ed. Kern/Nanjio, p. 337, l. 12-13).
On the discrepancy between such descriptions in Indian poetical texts as the RÅmÅyaœa and
the actual findings of archaeological excavations cf. Schlingloff 1969: 23f.
Cf. also GovindarÅja’s commentary: “. . . su„Êhu vibhaktÅæ . . . mahÅpathÅæ . . .” : “with perfectly
symmetrical mainroads”. The proportionate arrangement of lines on the a„ÊÅpada-board is possibly also alluded to in BÅœa’s Har„acarita (beginning of the 7th century A.D.) where the
wrinkles on DurvÅsas’ forehead are compared to them (cf. the 1st chapter, p. 3, l. 19 in Kane’s
edition, Delhi 1986).
“etamﬁ samﬁparigŸhœ≠„va pÅtayÅk„Ån narÅdhipa/kŸ„œÅk„Åmﬁl lohitÅk„Åmﬁ± ca de±e ’smimﬁs tvam
apÅmﬁsule//”, 2,89,35c-f. Thieme based his interpretation of this verse on the reading “. . .
pÅtayÅk„Ån narÅdhipa/kŸ„œÅk„Ån lohitÅk„Åmﬁ± ca de±e ’smimﬁs tv adhipÅmﬁsule” which he translates as: “Throw the dice, o ruler of men, the black dice and the red dice, o ruler, on this radiant
place (i.e., the surface of the golden a„ÊÅpada mentioned later on)” (Thieme 1962: 213f. = Kleine
Schriften, 422f.). The problem, however, is that the reading adhipÅmﬁsule used by Thieme is
attested in not more than 7 out of 37 manuscripts.
The possibility of this interpretation had not yet dawned on me when I was writing my article
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on the Indian dice game in post-Vedic times (cf. Bock-Raming 1995c : 2).
13. For Harivamﬁ±a, Vi„œuparvan 89,42-43, the BrahmapurÅœa (Ed.: Wiesbaden 1987) has in its
201st chapter: “tato balaæ samutthÅya krodhasamﬁraktalocanaæ/ jaghÅnÅ„ÊÅpadenaiva rukmiœamﬁ
sa mahÅbalaæ//” 23: “The powerful Bala (= Samﬁkar„aœa) got up with his eyes reddened with
fury and slew Rukmin with (or: with the) a„ÊÅpada. H., ViParv. 89,49 is missing in the version
of the Br. The reading of the Vi„œupurÅœa in 5,28,23 is nearly identical: “tato balaæ samutthÅya
kopasamﬁraktalocanaæ / jaghÅnÅ„ÊÅpadenaiva rukmiœamﬁ sumahÅbalaæ//” (Ed.: Sr≠dharasvÅmikŸta-svaprakÅ±ÅkhyaÊ≠kÅsahitam. Calcutta 1908; the edition of ±ake 1824 with the commentary “Vai„œavÅkâtacandrikÅ” has the same wording, the only exception being sa
mahÅbalaæ instead of sumahÅbalaæ).
14. Despite of this, the later commentaries on this verse of the Vi., the one by ÷r≠dhara and the
Vai„œavÅkâtacandrikÅ, do understand it as gaming bord, explaining it by phalaka (see below):
“a„ÊÅpadena ak„adyâtaphalakena and a„ÊÅpadena kr≠ØÅrekhÅÙkitena phalakena”.
15. BhÅgavatapurÅœa 10,61,36-38: “rukmiœaivam adhik„ipto rÅjabhi± copahÅsitaæ/kruddhaæ parigham udyamya jaghne tamﬁ . . .//36 . . . anye nirbhinnabÅhâru±iraso rudhirok„itÅæ/rÅjÅno dudruvur bh≠tÅ balena parighÅrditÅæ//38”: “In this manner insulted by Rukmin and ridiculed by the
[other] kings, he (= Samﬁkar„aœa) angrily lifted his bludgeon and slew him . . . The other kings
with their heads, breasts and arms wounded and sprinkled with blood fled in fear, afflicted by
Bala with his bludgeon”.
16. “a„ÊÅpadÅnÅmﬁ caturaÙgakalpanÅ”, p. 35, line 31-32 in Kane’s edition, Delhi (repr.) 1986, which
is itself based on three prior editions, namely the NirœayasÅgara edition, that in the Bombay
Sanskrit Series and the Calcutta edition of Ö±varakŸ„œa. There is no reason to assume that this
statement is a later interpolation.
17. “±riyamﬁ dadhÅnamﬁ catura±ratÅ±rayÅm anekapattya±varathadvipÅkulam/ vipak„am Åvi„kŸtasandhivigrahamﬁ tathÅpy ana„ÊÅpadam eva yo vyadhÅt//”: “[He] who even so did not turn the
enemy, who had an entirely quadrangular shape, who was full of foot-soldiers, horses, chariots
and elephants and who had the form of a combination [of two parts], into a chess board (text
and translation according to Jacobi 1896: 227f. (= Kleine Schriften, 540f.).
18. Who according to Bhatta (1995: 130) is not identical with HalÅyudha, the author of the AbhidhÅnaratnamÅlÅ.
19. “a„ÊÅpadÅ„ÊÅpadamârdhni pÅtyamÅnau samutpÅÊya muhus tadÅk„au”, 2,5,11ab. My interpretation of this verse differs from that proposed by Thieme 1962: 212 = Kleine Schriften, 421, and
Lu¨ders 1940: 172f. In my opinion Thieme’s translation of -mârdhni = “surface” is not quite correct. It means “head”, “the highest or first part of anything”, “top”, “point”, “summit”; “beginning”. From a passage on the rules of nard contained in the MÅnasollÅsa, which shall be
discussed in detail in part 4 of this article, it becomes evident, that mârdhan, the “head”, was
a technical term for point one in the inner field of each player. So the verse in question may be
translated: “the dice were cast at point one, i.e. at the beginning of the board from where the
game starts”. Thus, Thieme’s somewhat unlikely assumption that two boards were used, one
on which the dice are thrown and another on which the pieces were moved, can be avoided.
20. It may be interesting to note that ÷âdraka, who presumably lived a little earlier than KÅlidÅsa,
i.e. around the 4th century A.D., in the 4th act of his drama MŸcchakaÊika has the vidâ„aka
mention a pÅsaap≠Êha = Skt. pÅ±akap≠Êha, that is a gaming table on which gaming pieces made
of precious stones are placed. Immediately afterwards the vidâ„aka happens to notice boards
for painting which he calls citta-phalaha = Skt. citra-phalaka (MŸcchakaÊika, Kale’s 3rd revised edition 1972, p. 160): “eso a maœimaasÅriÅsahido pÅsaap≠Êho/ime a avare . . . vivihavaœœiÅvilittacittaphalahaaggahatthÅ ido tado paribbhamanti gaœiÅ . . .” This observation may indicate
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that ÷âdraka was familiar with phalaka as a term for any kind of board like a tablet for painting,
but that it was not yet known to him as a technical term for “gaming board”.
According to Thieme, the original, authentic reading of this verse is: “yatrÅnekaæ kvacid api
gŸhe tatra ti„Êhaty athaiko/yatrÅpy ekas tadanu bahavas tatra naiko ’pi cÅnte/itthamﬁ cemau rajanidivasau dolayan dvÅv ivÅk„au/kÅlaæ kalyÅ bhuvanaphalake kr≠Øati prÅœisÅraiæ/” (cf. Thieme
1977: 521).
The whole text runs according to the edition of Klatt’s edition in ZDMG 33 (1879), p. 465: “sÅrivva bandhavahamaraœabhÅiœo jiœa na hunti paimﬁ diÊÊhe/akkhehimﬁ vi h≠rantÅ j≠vÅ samﬁsÅraphalayammi”, v. 32; the commentary, however, interprets this as a reference to (four-handed
dice-)chess. – The metaphor of the earth as a backgammon board also occurs in the
CampârÅmÅyaœa (1st half of the 11th century A.D.) at 5,38cd: k„ititalaphalaka.
SkandapurÅœa 2,4,88,5d; on this passage see Bhatta 1985: 121 and Syed 1994: 88ff. Syed
assumes that the SkandapurÅœa was compilated between 1000 to 1300 A.D. (p. 130).
With respect to the a„ÊÅpada Thieme has a different opinion: “Am. Ko±a 2.10.46 gives a„ÊÅpada
and ±Åriphala as synonyms – which does not, of course, invalidate the assumption that the first
really is ’chess board’, the second, ’backgammon board’” (cf. Thieme 1962: 211 = Kleine
Schriften, 420, fn. 17).
Syed (1995: 87) contends, without giving any reasons, that the dyâtaphalaka must be an
a„ÊÅpada.
For details on the passage on chess see Bock-Raming 1996. For further information on the passage on “backgammon” refer to Syed 1994 and Bock-Raming 1995c: 3-16.
The relationship between these two texts has been dealt with in Bock-Raming 1995a: 316.
HariharacaturaÙga, v. 24d (paÊÊavastrÅdinirmita); N≠timayâkha, v. 2; BÅlakahitabuddhibalakr≠Øana, v. 1b; ÷atarañjakutâhala, v. 3a (“sadârœÅmaye vastrakhaœØe”: “on a piece of
cloth made of beautiful wool”).
“. . . yantramﬁ samÅlikhet/aÙgÅrakeœa vÅ ±vetapÅ„Åœena subuddhimÅn//”, Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v.
259: “the wise [player] should draw a diagram with charcoal or a white stone . . .”; cf. in the same
text also the instructions to draw a triangular diagram (v. 262c; 276a; 306a); a square (303a;
310a), a five-cornered diagram (289a) and a diagram with 8 corners (308a).
E.g. MÅnasollÅsa, v. 5,563b; 567c; 571b and c; 572c; 560c (ÅdipaÙkti, ex conj., cf. Bock-Raming
1996: 33, footnote 37); 578c (bahiæpaÙkti); N≠timayâkha, v. 3b; 4c; 5d; HariharacaturaÙga,
v. 8,25b and c; 27b and c; BÅlakahitabuddhibalakr≠Øana, v. 2a.
Cf., e.g., MÅnasollÅsa, v. 5,561a; 562c; 566a; Tithitattva, v. 1a; 2a; 6c; 8c (koœako„Êha);
HariharacaturaÙga v. 8,26c; 29c; ÷atarañjakutâhala, v. 3c; 5b; 7a and c; 8a; 9b; 10;
BÅlakahitabuddhibalakr≠Øana, v. 1c; 2b; 3a; 4b and c; 5c and d.
Cf., e.g., VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, ParibhÅ„Å, v. 8c; 9a; 15c and d; 22c; PârvakhaœØa, Prathama
Stabaka, v. 1b; 5b; 3b passim; ÷atarañjakutâhala v. 5a (amÅtyÅlaya).
For pada cf., e.g., MÅnasollÅsa, v. 5,563d; 564a and b; 565a; 568b and c passim;
HariharacaturaÙga, v. 8,101a and f; 102c; 103c; 104d passim; Tithitattva, v. 20a; 25a; N≠timayâkha, v. 2d; 3b; 4a; 5a passim; Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 356c; 357c; for sthÅna see, e.g.,
MÅnasollÅsa, v. 5,576c; HariharacaturaÙga, v. 8,101c; 111b; Tithitattva, v. 35a; VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, ParibhÅ„Å, v. 19cd; 24ab (mâlasthÅna); 25c (uttamasthÅna-). The two abovementioned exceptions are Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 301d, where pada is used for “square” in the
ekapañcÅ±attamako„ÊhakÅtmikÅ kr≠ØÅ = “game [on a board of] 51 squares” and Kr≠ØÅkau±alya,
v. 315b, where the same expression occurs for “square” in a hunting game called vyÅghratraya„oØa±ÅjÅkhelana = “game of the 3 tigers and the 16 goats”. On the other hand, hamﬁsapada/hamﬁsapÅda (lit.: “goose-foot”), the technical term for certain marked squares, is used for
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both chess boards as well as for boards of hunting and running games. For chess, see N≠timayâkha, v. 3a; 6c; Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v. 352a; for running and hunting games see Kr≠ØÅkau±alya, v.
158b and 184a (pachisi); 303c and 305c (dyâtÅrdhakhelana); 310c (vyÅghracatu„ÊayÅ„Êavimﬁﬁ±atyajÅkhelana = “game with 4 tigers and 28 goats). Instead of hamﬁsapada, the HariharacaturaÙga (v. 8,29f) uses the expression padmalÅñchana = “having the sign of a lotus” for the
marked squares.
34. Literally, s≠man means: “a separation or parting of the hair so as to leave a line”, hence “boundary, border, limit”.
35. For koœa cf., e.g., MÅnasollÅsa, v. 5,560c; 563c; 564a; 565c; 566d; 569c passim; HariharacaturaÙga, v. 8,30b, 44b; 80b; Tithitattva, v. 7b; 8c; 25a; N≠timayâkha, v. 9a; Kr≠ØÅkau±alya,
v. 359a; 369a; VilÅsamaœimañjar≠, ParibhÅ„Å, v. 8d; ÷atarañjakutâhala, v. 3b. The term s≠man
seems to be peculiar to the HariharacaturaÙga alone: cf. the definition in v. 8,27cd-28ab:
“paÙktayaæ sapta sapta syuæ s≠mÅnau svÅminor dvayoæ// s≠mÅntyÅ saptam≠ paÙktiæ s≠mÅdiæ
prathamÅ smŸtÅ/”: “There are seven rows [for] each [of the two players]; they are the respective halves of the two kings//The seventh row is the last of one half, the first is its beginning”.
The chess text of the MÅnasollÅsa has for “half” the expressions svasya paÙkticatu„ka = “one’s
own four rows” (v. 5,589c) and parak„etra = “the enemy’s field” (v. 5,590b).

